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About This Game

MORGENSHTERN: easygame is a dynamic fighting game in which you have to fight with different opponents using martial
arts techniques. You are waited by ten interesting fights with absolutely unpredictable opponents.

Corrupt bloggers, rappers and other personalities will meet you during the game. Each subsequent fight is more difficult than
the previous one. The number and strength of the enemy will increase, but at the same time you'll receive new abilities that can

help win a victory.
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Use different combat tactics, defend yourself or move away from strikes and attack, successfully choosing moments. Your
opponents will constantly try to stand in your way or kill you! But this isn't a reason to stop, because strong-willed people (such

as Morgenshtern) don't give up!

Features:
-Good music from MORGENSHTERN

-Full and realistic graphics
-Unique gameplay, worked out fighting animations.

-Various opponents
-The style of the main character

-Morgenshtern - the main character !!!
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Title: MORGENSHTERN
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
easygame
Publisher:
easygame
Release Date: 13 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Win 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 450

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: You may need to update the driver for your video card and sound card

English,Russian,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Ukrainian
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I bought it on sale for $4.34 and frankly it's not even worth that.. The Game = Hotdog guy gets promoted to sports surgeon, uses
a variety of items 'handy' to him to get the jobs done (ie toothpick and ketchup) Very goofy, good for a de-stress and giggle.

Fun game. Quite Short, with funny, quirky and competitive acheivements.

. About what you'd expect from a puzzle game. The soundtrack was semi-decent.. Bugged piece of crap as usual when Uplay is
involved, cant even get the DLC to work.. well i will try twitch.tv ... alright do this and that ohh h.240 need to be enable so i can
twitch. ok so will do that let me close this pop up (pop up) o am lol aigan (pop up) for real (pop up) well so i least can record
(press mouse 1) (anoyng sound as hell) all right so i thinck i will unistall them install..... nvm i thinck i have clound files..... nvm
i dont..... 3 times unistaled them installed same error and cant change it bah...
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The most intriguing part about this game is the mystery-shrouded behind the steam urls in some of these achievements. I didn't
go very far in campaign mode yet. I played it long enough to unlock Survival Mode, and that's what I've played since.

This is meant to be a mobile game, I think, but it works just fine as a time killer on PC. It's cute, polished, and more than a little
bit addictive. It's a strategy game more than a puzzle game (in survival mode, anyway.)

Someone else compared it to Triple Town--which I've played a lot of--and it is similar in that three of a given thing joint
together to make a bigger thing. The similarity really ends there though because the object here is not JUST to make the bigger
thing, but to place it so that it stomps the enemy's things, before the enemy stomps yours. Additionally, you can earn pink crystal
thingies which you can use to move a creature, or to buy a creature, and there are fruit thingies which (I think) give you more
points, so sometimes it's good to pause and think about where you are actually going to put the nexxt creature.

Great game for those who like small, cheap, cute, colorful, strategy games. I'm happy with my purchase of this one.. don't buy if
you expect great graphic quality, this game is make in RPGmaker2000. lol
Just enjoy the story and the game's theme.

some time the counter attack button seems to not work..
and I've got irritated of how the game didn't let let you click the finishing blow by yourself.. Fun, Halloweeny humor. A typical
villiage build game. Decent mechanics, smooth playability.. Quite an addidtive little game..... Note that the game is in Early
Access(Feels like alpha), once it gets released its defiently worth buying it for its price.

I've spent around 2 Hours playing this game and unlocked quite a bit in the game. There are a few issues to pinpoint and the
gameplay is really repetitive and mostly the same over and over. as you progress further levels get harder and so do bosses. the
game offer quite a bit.

The game is missing quite alot of sounds so it feels very empty while playing the game.
As for being a 5\u20ac Product i would say its a Good game.

I encountered a bug where the boss somehow charged outside the map, but i was saved by a talent point that i had not choosen
yet that spawned a goblin that could range the boss down.

Other than that there werent that many issues and i would say for a price of 5\u20ac go for it.. Great exploration game. Find
your own meaning.. I'm On Observation Duty is basically a hidden object game....if a hidden object game was actually scary and
had atmosphere. I'm not saying it's scary all the time. Sometimes it can be quite boring in fact. And often, you will have NO
IDEA what has changed in the scene you're looking at to the point that you can get quite frustrated from dying despite having no
clue what could have possibly killed you.

I know it sounds like I'm leading towards a bad review but it's actually quite the opposite. The gameplay is actually kind of
addictive. I just wish I could figure out what the things are that I'm missing. I've played the game several times now and can't
seem to get as far as I'd like. I have really enjoyed most of my time with it though.

I definitely recommend the game but it is for certain people only in my opinion. If you're the kind of person that likes to look at
several pictures and then try to determine what's different about one of them - then this is probably the game for you. You'll be
trying to memorize the scenes and then figure out what has changed as time goes by. There are some basic memorization skills
involved as well (example: memorizing the number of chairs that way if an extra one appears or one disappears, you can tell).

If you're on the fence about this one, I started a video series on Youtube. Feel free to check that out and decide for yourselves if
you think it's worth your time and money:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=_bZ9TAtpEvw&list=PL08FwntTpxPAUdkxt4xpRV-e5mVP-Ij_o. You enter in an
abbandoned mansion, shoot some punks in the face, read a couple of old books, put your finger in a flytrap and then blast your
head off.Brilliant.. Fun and challenging, The Watchmaker is an action-puzzle game, which visuals and mechanics pleasantly
reminds me American McGee\u00b4s Alice and Alice: Madness Returns.

The story is well constructed, and all the aspects of the game are coherent with the concept of time: from the personality of the
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characters to the visual aspect of the scenarios.

This game shows us the potential of the chilean industry in the development of interactive entertaiment.

Entretneido y desafiante, The Watchmaker es un juego de acci\u00f3n y puzzles, cuyo aspecto visual y mec\u00e1nicas me
recuerdan gratamente a American McGee\u00b4s Alice y Alice: Madness Returns.

La historia est\u00e1 bien contruida, y todos los aspectos del juego son coherentes con el concepto del tiempo: desde la
personalidad de los personajes hasta el aspecto visual de los escenarios.

Este juego nos muestra el potencial que tiene la industria chilena en el desarrollo de entretenimiento interactivo.
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